2000 jeep grand cherokee brake lights not working

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Jeep Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand
Cherokee. I have had to replace my right side brake light assembly four times. For some reason,
it continues to go bad. This is getting really expensive and inconvenient, as I continue to get
stopped by the police for this problem. I've been told that this has been an issue with many of
these trucks. I have had this truck for four years. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The
contact stated that when the headlights were turned on, the brake lights would not operate. The
dealer advised they were aware of the failure but there was not a recall. The manufacturer
advised having the dealer make repairs at the contacts expense. The vehicle was not repaired.
The failure and current mileage was approximately , Jeep Grand Cherokee laredo , miles got
pulled over tonight for not having brake lights when the brake is pressed. Was told that I would
be at fault if someone would rear end me. This is not the first time this has happened. I have had
my brake light assemblies changed, I have changed numerous brake lights. According to a few
sites I read, the fix is because the ground connector on the brake light housing is cheaply made
and doesn't contact with the lights. This is a safety issue and there should absolutely be a recall
on this issue - even after 10 years. With all the complaints online, I'm really shocked that there
isn't a recall from Jeep about this very issue. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee. I have the same as
all other jgc owners are having. Been using coolant every few weeks needs to be topped off.
Fan was replace due to recall. Had to replace fan control under headlight. Last year was
overheating. Overheating again. Just replaced thermostat today. Did not fix the problem.
Transmission has been shifting hard for the past year and a half. I replaced parts in
transmission as suggested by dealer. But it did not fix problem. Replaced radiator around may
of 09 still having cooling problems. I replaced so many sensors that have failed that I cant
remember them all. I still have 1 more year of payments on this vehicle. Its hard to make
payments when I have been buying so many parts to try to keep this car running. Bad door
seals, they are too small short or shrinking it lets water come in back passenger area. Always
smells musty inside. Black mold in the rainy season. Taillight brake light on one only works part
time. Replaced 3 door latches. Including one on rear hatch. The contact stated that the brake
lights failed. The vehicle was taken to a local mechanic where the brake lights were replaced
however, the contact was still experiencing the failure. The failure mileage was , and the current
mileage was , Brake light issues-when the headlights are on, the brake lights go out from the
research I have been doing, the manufacturer is well aware that there is a very widespread
problem with these lights. This should be a recall issue, not "go to the dealer and pay the
ridiculous rates for repair". After checking all fuses and bulbs the it was found to be a faulty
ground contact within the light housing due to poor design. The dealership replaced both
fixtures at my expense since there has not been a recall. Read more My driver side tail light will
not work when the lights are on at night. It works fine when I press my brake if the lights are not
on. I have replaced all bulbs and this still does not correct the problem. Now the other side of
my vehicle is doing the same thing. I have noticed other Jeeps while driving that are having the
same problem. Recently was told, by another motorist who followed me to my driveway, that my
brake lights were not working. After checking the usual defects fuses, bulbs, relays and not
finding any problems I went online and was shocked to find multiple postings related to brake
light failures on Jeep Grand Cherokees mine is a I was also shocked that despite repeated
postings on this problem ,dating back several years, that there is no safety recall for this
problem. This is not a safety issue? I won't even get into my left turn signal randomly working,
also mentioned on the message boards. Jeep can consider itself lucky that I was notified of the
problem by another motorist, rather than as a result of my vehicle being rear-ended by a driver
unaware that I was slowing. My 1 year old daughter would appreciate any help you could offer in
addressing this issue. Thank you. Taillight grounding issues. With headlights on and pressing
the brake, the taillight will go out. I've been pulled over twice for the taillight being out, and in
near wrecks because of this faulty piece of hardware. I have a Jeep gc laredo, and along with
many,many other people I have numerous problems. The door lock actuator that is very
annoying not to mention my transmission has a shifting problem that I can't do anything about
and now my radiator fan will not work so my car will overheat if I am stopped for too long.
Passenger rear door lock actuator failed; passenger front door window regulator broke and
window fell into door while on highway;left brake light fails to light up with new bulb. While
driving 65 mph, the police pulled the contact over because the vehicle's brakes lights were not
operating. The rear connection was previously tightened, but the failure still persists. The
vehicle has not been taken to the dealer. The current and failure mileages were , Mine have been
replaced on several occasions and now its out again. I know other people who have the same
vehicle and are having the same problems. The contact stated that there is a wiring issue
regarding the vehicle's brake lights. As a result, the vehicle has no brake lights at all. The dealer

and the manufacturer have not been notified. She has received traffic tickets from the police
because of the failure. The current mileage was , and failure mileage was , To whom it may
concern, I am writing to you about a two serious safety issues with my Jeep Grand Cherokee.
First, the door locks are all starting to fail. Without warning they fail to operate and you can not
unlock them. This is a serious safety issue if a rescue worker can not get into my vehicle to
rescue my children. Second the rear brake lights continue to fail intermediately. This could
cause a grave accident killing me or my children in my vehicle. I have talk to twenty to thirty
Jeep owners of this same model and approximate year and they all have the same problems.
Cleaning them solves the problem. We live in phoenix area and so moisture is not a factor.
Failure of brakes lights, tail lights when checked were due to over heated power strips in my
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Dealer does nothing but charge us to fix. Consumer paying for bad
design, not over usage or any other problem. The contact stated that the brake light bulb would
overheat the housing and melted the area where the circuit board was located. The failure
recurred intermittently on both the passenger and driver sides. The dealer advised the contact
that the housing was causing the failure and did not provide a remedy besides replacing the
housing, which the contact stated was done twice prior to the recent failure. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure however, did not offer any assistance. The current mileage was ,
and the approximate failure mileage was , I would like to report a defect in Jeep Grand Cherokee
rear brake lights. I have replaced the bulb and the rear light assembly only to have the same
thing happen again. When the headlights are on and the brakes are applied the rear brake light
or lights will fail to light up because the defective locking mechanism won't allow the electrical
current to make to that particular bulb. This causes an increase risk of these SUV's being hit
from behind because the lights are not working properly. I have seen numerous other models
with the same problem and it is almost laughable. But on a serious note when driving on dark
and hilly roads making sure the brake lights are working effectively could save someone from
being hurt. The vehicle had problems with the brake rotors since He had to replace the rotors on
2 occasions since he purchased the vehicle in The contact had been informed that he needed to
have the rotors replaced again. Also, the contact has been having problems with the driver's
side door locks. When hitting the unlock remote control to unlock the doors the vehicle did not
unlock. On some occasions while in the vehicle and trying to unlock the doors from inside the
doors did not unlock. A number of times he's had to get out the vehicle from the passenger side
door. In addition, tail lights are malfunctioed. The socket that held the bulbs did not work
properly. He stated that his brake lights and his reverse lights have failed. He had to glue the
plastic sockets together, and on the last time he needed repairs for the socket, he had to rig
them up to work. Finally the contact had to replace the brake and back up lights. The failure
mileage was 80,, and the current mileage was , Driver's side turn signal and brake light go out
when brakes are applied. Turn signal works when brake is not applied. Brake light typically
works when turn signal is not on. Have replaced light bulbs on several occasions. Obviously
not the problem. And after reading some of the complaints I see that this is common and is not
related to the bulbs at all so I will stop wasting my money on bulbs!. The vehicle brake lights
keep going out. One goes out, then eventually the other one goes out. We have changed both
light assembly and bulbs; they last for a while then, eventually goes out again. This problem is
compounded by the inconvenience of being pulled over for the problem multiple times and not
to mention a huge safety factor. The last time we had it in for a repair they changed the harness
assembly and the repair shop said that this is a very common problem with Jeeps of this era.
The contact stated every time it rained the tail lights and brake lights shorted out. The bulbs
have been replaced four times. The dealer replaced the wiring harness. The problem recurred.
The spare tire storage area kept filling up with water. Left brake light on Jeep Grand Cherokee
defective. Nature of defect: taillights remain operable until foot brake is depressed. When brake
is depressed, the left brake light turns off only allowing the right brake light to illuminate. Upon
release of the foot brake, the tail lights return to operation. Attempts to repair this defect have
been unsuccessful by me and firestone. I have noticed over twenty other models similar to mine
with this same defect. Tl- the contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that the
tail and brake lights failed to function. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where the sockets and
bulbs were replaced but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was contacted and informed the
contact that the vehicle was not included in the manufacturer's recall. The failure mileage was
53, and the current mileage was , Car Problems. Brake Light problem 1. Brake Light problem 2.
Brake Light problem 3. Brake Light problem 4. Brake Light problem 5. Brake Light problem 6.
Brake Light problem 7. Brake Light problem 8. Brake Light problem 9. Brake Light problem
Brake Light problems Tail Light Switch problems. Tail Light problems. Headlights problems.
Exterior Lighting problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Fog Light Switch problems. Headlight
Concealment Device problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Turn Signal problems. Hazard

Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Back Up Lights problems. It started with my driver side
brake light not working. It seemed that I could have either signal or brake, but not both. I tried
turning the plug a bit and now none of the brake lights work including top 3rd one. I read about
switch by pedal, is there a fuse for this? Also, others talked about ground, where do I look for
that? I haven't touched any wires, just replaced that bulb in the back, which is fine. Could it be
the contacts inside the brake unit? It is sometimes rusted or corroded contacts where these
important bulbs plug in. They can be scraped clean, and oiled with silicone spray. Trending
News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape,
sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is
fueling a homebuying surge. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan
divide over vaccine acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some.
Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. Still have questions? Get your
answers by asking now. TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Your brake light switch is bad or
has moved away from the brake pedal arm. It's located under the dash, behind the brake pedal
arm, up near the fire wall. BrezyBrez answered 6 years ago. I put a new brake light switch in and
it is still doing the same thing, and other suggestions. Then I'm going to say that you have a
short somewhere. Start at the tail lights and look at every wire follow them to junction points,
connectors and grounds. If you know how to use a test light or a volt ohm meter it would be
helpful. I have a 99 grand cherokee laredo i have replaced both light bulb in the tail light they
turn on when i turn the head lights on but when you push the breaks they dont come on when i
have the head lights off and when the head lights are on the brake lights dont get bright i even
replaced the brake switch what els could it be. Brian answered 2 years ago. If you turn on the
flashers, do the lights in the rear flash? If so, the bulbs are good. If not, then you may have a
bad flasher, or the bulbs are burnt out. If the flashers are working correctly, step on the brake
pedal and check if the flashers stop. If they keep working, you have a bad brake light switch.
CharlieJean answered 2 years ago. I have exactly the same problem I havent been able to leave
my home after dark in 2 weeks and i have already received my 1st warning ticket so i cant take
any more chances.. What is your opinion on the multi function control switch? GuruC1MTT
answered 2 years ago. Its the heat from the bulb. Badly designed rear light assembly. Bulb
melts plastic around points. A 1 The cause of the problem is heat from the bulb. GuruS6H1M
answered about a year ago. DK answered about a year ago. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee the
right side of my blinkers and tails lights work but the left side doesn't. I can turn the bulb and it
work but will just stop working. I changed the bulbs brought a new tail light. Tp answered about
a year ago. Stop light switch has been changed, also. What do i do now??? If you can see only
night light or brake light separately from the same bulb but the light is not very bright in both
cases it means most likely that your bulb is good, the circuits feeding voltage to both filaments
in both cases okay, the other ends of both filaments are connected okay, so when one of
thecircuits is on and another is grounded it's my guess of the Jeep s design the small current
goes through both filaments. Because the other connected ends are not grounded! Instead of a
single bright filament, you have two not bright. And you have nothing when both circuits or on,
as there is no ground anywhere. So now you know what to do - ensure ground on the other
side. It's my guess. Art answered 11 months ago. I had this issue and was able to fix it easily. It
is just bad contacts on the bulb retainer. I followed the directions on this video and it worked.
BPM is the man, perfect call! My son has an 01 Grand Cherokee. With the same light problem. I
took the light assembly off. Sure as hell, there was a small melted spot by the ground. All lights
worked like there supposed too. Chris answered 5 months ago. Same problem, no brake lights
but all others do I have a trailer hooked up and all lights work on it except the brake lights as
well. Bad Brake light switch? Dean answered 3 weeks ago. Socket deformed. Now tell me why
my airbag light and chime keeps coming on. Does anyone have any ideas what the problem is
with my Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo. Also the fuse keeps Blowing that goes Yesterday I
noticed my blinkers just stopped working, they didn't do the fast tic they usually do before they
go out. So I checked my hazard lights also and they didn't work. So I checked all the Brake
lights work until the headlights are turned on then the left brake light goes out. I've change
bulbs and sockets and nothing changes any ideas. I have a jeep grand Cherokee Laredo and I
can't get both sides of my tail lights to work. Changed one bulb on both sides want to know do I
need to change both??? My brake lights work just the I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Report Follow. Best Answer Mark helpful. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee Questions.

CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not
us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated
that when the headlights were turned on, the brake lights would not operate. The dealer advised
they were aware of the failure but there was not a recall. The manufacturer advised having the
dealer make repairs at the contacts expense. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure and
current mileage was approximately , Brake light issues-when the headlights are on, the brake
lights go out from the research I have been doing, the manufacturer is well aware that there is a
very widespread problem with these lights. This should be a recall issue, not "go to the dealer
and pay the ridiculous rates for repair". My driver side tail light will not work when the lights are
on at night. It works fine when I press my brake if the lights are not on. I have replaced all bulbs
and this still does not correct the problem. Now the other side of my vehicle is doing the same
thing. I have noticed other Jeep while driving that are having the same problem. Search
CarComplaints. Recently was told, by another motorist who followed me to my driveway, that
my brake lights were not working. After checking the usual defects fuses, bulbs, relays and not
finding any problems I went online and was shocked to find multiple postings related to brake
light failures on Jeep Grand Cherokee mine is a I was also shocked that despite repeated
postings on this problem, dating back several years, that there is no safety recall for this
problem. This is not a safety issue" are they waiting for a tragedy to occur before they do
something" the fact that people are resorting to homemade remedies rather than pay the
excessive cost of replacing a deficient assembly should be troubling. I won't even get into my
left turn signal randomly working, also mentioned on the message boards. Jeep can consider
itself lucky that I was notified of the problem by another motorist, rather than as a result of my
vehicle being rear-ended by a driver unaware that I was slowing. My 1 year old daughter would
appreciate any help you could offer in addressing this issue. Thank you. Taillight grounding
issues. With headlights on and pressing the brake, the taillight will go out. I've been pulled over
twice for the taillight being out, and in near wrecks because of this faulty piece of hardware. I
have a Jeep gc Laredo, and along with many, many other people I have numerous problems.
The door lock actuator that is very annoying not to mention my transmission has a shifting
problem that I can't do anything about and now my radiator fan will not work so my car will
overheat if I am stopped for too long. Passenger rear door lock actuator failed; passenger front
door window regulator broke and window fell into door while on highway;left brake light fails to
light up with new bulb. The contact stated that there is a wiring issue regarding the vehicle's
brake lights. As a result, the vehicle has no brake lights at all. The dealer and the manufacturer
have not been notified. She has received traffic tickets from the police because of the failure.
The current mileage was , and failure mileage was , To whom it may concern, I am writing to you
about a two serious safety issues with my Jeep Grand Cherokee. First, the door locks are all
starting to fail. Without warning they fail to operate and you can not unlock them. This is a
serious safety issue if a rescue worker can not get into my vehicle to rescue my children.
Second the rear brake lights continue to fail intermediately. This could cause a grave accident
killing me or my children in my vehicle. I have talk to twenty to thirty Jeep owners of this same
model and approximate year and they all have the same problems. These parts are obviously
defective to have such a nationwide outcry. Please investigate these problems and Chrysler
recall all affected vehicles. Thank you for your attention. The vehicle had problems with the
brake rotors since He had to replace the rotors on 2 occasions since he purchased the vehicle
in The contact had been informed that he needed to have the rotors replaced again. Also, the
contact has been having problems with the driver's side door locks. When hitting the unlock
remote control to unlock the doors the vehicle did not unlock. On some occasions while in the
vehicle and trying to unlock the doors from inside the doors did not unlock. A number of times
he's had to get out the vehicle from the passenger side door. In addition, tail lights are
malfunctioed. The socket that held the bulbs did not work properly. He stated that his brake
lights and his reverse lights have failed. He had to glue the plastic sockets together, and on the
last time he needed repairs for the socket, he had to rig them up to work. Finally the contact had
to replace the brake and back up lights. The failure mileage was 80,, and the current mileage
was , Failure of brakes lights, tail lights when checked were due to over heated power strips in
my Jeep Grand Cherokee. Dealer does nothing but charge us to fix. Consumer paying for bad
design, not over usage or any other problem. I would like to report a defect in Jeep Grand
Cherokee rear brake lights. I have replaced the bulb and the rear light assembly only to have the
same thing happen again. When the headlights are on and the brakes are applied the rear brake
light or lights will fail to light up because the defective locking mechanism won't allow the
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isk of these SUV's being hit from behind because the lights are not working properly. I have
seen numerous other models with the same problem and it is almost laughable. But on a
serious note when driving on dark and hilly roads making sure the brake lights are working
effectively could save someone from being hurt. The contact stated every time it rained the tail
lights and brake lights shorted out. The bulbs have been replaced four times. The dealer
replaced the wiring harness. The problem recurred. The spare tire storage area kept filling up
with water. Left brake light on Jeep Grand Cherokee defective When brake is depressed, the left
brake light turns off only allowing the right brake light to illuminate. Upon release of the foot
brake, the tail lights return to operation. Attempts to repair this defect have been unsuccessful
by me and Firestone. I have noticed over twenty other models similar to mine with this same
defect. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

